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From (3), Rq{V)., is onto and Z,t(») is 1-1. Since G is finite, both are

bijections. In particular, letting a be any element of G, there is an

element b such that t(a)-b=t(a). Thus b = ((t(a))b)(q(a) -z)

= (t(a))(q(a)-z). Since L«„) is 1-1, q(a)-z is independent of z. Thus

Lq'a) is constant.

Let c — q(a)-z, independent of z. Replacing z by q(y)-z gives

c = q(a)(q(y)-z). From (2), with x replaced by c,

C= (t(y)-c)(q(y)-z).

Since Rq(y)-z is 1-1, t(y)-c = q(a), which is independent of y. Thus

l(y) • c = t(a) ■ c and since Rc is 1-1, t(y)=t(a).

Now let y be replaced by d = t(a). This gives i(d) =t(a) =d. Thus

2(¿)=¿¿-/(á)=ád-d=/(d).
Since q(d) =t(d), Lqi¿), which is constant, is equal to Lt(d), which is

a bijection. Thus G has only one element.
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AN ELEMENTARY INTERPOLATION THEOREM

DAVID G. CANTOR AND R. R. PHELPS

In this note we prove a simple lemma concerning interpolation

properties of certain families of maps in semigroups. The main ap-

plication is to the family of finite Blaschke products, considered as

maps of the circle into itself. (Other applications are possible, but

most of them are well known.)

Consider a semigroup S and a family F of maps from 5 into S. We

will call F n-transitive if for any « distinct elements ai, a2, • ■ • , an

of S and arbitrary elements ßu ß2, • • • , ßn in S, there exists f in F

such thatf(a,) = ßi, i=\,2, • • • , n.

Lemma. Suppose that S is a semigroup with (two-sided) identity 1

and suppose there is an element ß in S with /3=^/32 ?= 1. Assume, further-

more, that F is a family of maps (from S into S) which is closed under
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the operations of composition and pointwise multiplication. Then F is

n-transitive provided it is 3-transitive.

Proof. It clearly suffices to show that given distinct elements

ai, • • • , an and arbitrary elements ßi, ■ • • , ßn, there exist « func-

tions fk in Psuch that/fr(a,-) = 1 (ky^i) and fk(ak) =ßk; we obtain the

desired function by taking the product of the fk. The proof of the

existence of fk proceeds by induction, and to simplify the notation

we assume that k = l. Suppose, then, that «^4 and that Pis (« —1)-

transitive. The latter hypothesis enables us to choose g in P such that

g(ai) =ß, g(a¡) = í,i = 2, 3, • • • , w —1. Consider the element y = g(an).

If Y t^/S, we can choose h in F such that h(ß) =ßi, A(l) = 1 = h(y) and

hence we can let/i = A o g. If y =ß, we choose g\ such that gi(ai) =ß,

gi(a») = l, i = 3, A, • ■ ■ , « and this time we consider gi(a2). If this

differs from ß, we can obtain /i in the same manner as above. If

gi(ca) =ß, let gi = ggi and note that

gi(ai) - ß2, gi(a2) = ß = gi(ctn) and gi(at) = 1, i = 3, •■•,«- 1.

Since the elements ß, ß2 and 1 are distinct, we can choose Ai such that

hi(ß2)=ßi, hi(ß) = 1 = hi(l) ; the map/i = AiOg2 has the desired prop-

erties and the proof is complete.

At the end of this note we will give an example which shows that

this theorem may fail (even when 5 is a finite commutative group)

if every element of 5 has order two. (To see that 2-transitivity need

not imply 3-transitivity, let S he the real numbers under addition

and let F he all linear functions on S.)

A finite Blaschke product is a complex function of the form

™ / z - at \
/(s) = Xll(^-—)'

*=i \ 1 — akz /

where |x| =1, |a¡t| <1 (A = l, 2, • • • , m) and m^O. (If m = 0, f is
the constant function X.) We do not assume that the ak are distinct.

Clearly, the family of all finite Blaschke products is closed under

multiplication, and it is well known that it is closed under composi-

tion. (This follows easily, for instance, from the fact that the non-

constant finite Blaschke products are precisely those functions which

are analytic in (a neighborhood of) | z \ ¿ 1 and which map the circle

\z\ =1 onto itself.)

Theorem. If ait a2, • ■ • ,an are distinct complex numbers of modulus

one and if ßi, ßi, ■ ■ ■ , ßn have modulus one, then there exists a finite

Blaschke product f such that f(a¡) =/?,, i= 1, 2, • • • , n.
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Proof. We need only show that the finite Blaschke products are

3-transitive. We first show that they are 2-transitive. (It is obvious

that the rotations z-^kz, |X| =1, yield 1-transitivity.) Thus, suppose

that «i, a2, ßi and ß2 have unit modulus and that ai^a2. By a rota-

tion, we can assume that «i is in the upper half-plane, and that

a2 = äi. (Simply multiply by X, where |X| =1, Re Xc<i = ReXa2 and

0<lm Xai= —Im \a2.) Assume for the moment that ßi9£ß2; then we

can rotate these points in a similar manner, and hence we can suppose

that ßi is in the upper half-plane and ß2 = ßx- We then choose a real

number a such that |<z| <1 and the function f(z) = (z — a)(l—az)~1

maps ax onto ßi. (Explicitly, take a=(ßi — ai)(l—aißi)~1). Since a is

real,/(z) = [/(z)]-, so/(a2) =ß2. The final function which does the job,

then, consists of a rotation followed by the above/ which is followed

by another rotation. Note that the resulting Blaschke product has

only one nonconstant factor. Suppose, now, that ßi = ß2. (We could

take a constant function in this case, but for later purposes we want

to do better than this.) Again, by a rotation we can assume that

ßi = ft= 1, and by what we have just proved there is a Blaschke prod-

uct fx such that/i(«i) = l,/i(a2) = — 1- The function /=/? has the de-

sired properties ; furthermore, / has exactly two nonconstant factors,

and hence is a two-to-one map. Consider, finally, the case « = 3. As

in the proof of the lemma, we only show that if ax, a2, a3 are distinct

and ßx, ß2, ßz are arbitrary, then there exists a finite Blaschke product

which maps en and a2 onto 1, and 0:3 onto ßz- To this end, choose a

two-to-one map / (as above) which takes ax and a2 onto 1 ; it follows

that f(a¡) ,¿1. We then choose A such that A(l) = 1 and h(f(as)) =ßs;

the function h o/has the desired properties and the proof is complete.

Consider the following example: Let 5 be the noncyclic group of

order four (the "four group") and let F consist of all maps of 5 into

S which are either one-to-one, two-to-one or four-to-one. It is easy

to check that F is closed under composition, and that F consists

precisely of those maps/ for which IJaes/(a) = l. This latter prop-

erty implies immediately that F is closed under multiplication. It is

clear that F is 3-transitive, but that no nonconstant map in F can

map three distinct elements of 5 into the same element; it follows

that F is not 4-transitive.
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